
WHO WE ARE 
The Connected Places Catapult (CPC) is an 

independent, trusted, expert broker operating 

at the intersection between the public and 

private sectors and between local, regional 

and national decision making. We promote 

UK innovation and broker relationships 

between government, academia and 

industry providing support and solutions for 

innovators to commercialise their projects 

and research. With our deep expertise in 

technology, we bridge the gap between 

buyers, suppliers, innovators and industry. 

Our agile approach enables us to convene our 

partners to act rapidly to create new market 

collaborations responding to public funders 

and industry needs. We boost demand for 

innovation to unlock wider economic and 

environmental benefits.

Challenge 

With the development of Highly  

Automated Vehicles (HAVs), regulators need  

to ensure they do not pose unacceptable risks  

to the public. A major challenge for HAV testing  

is achieving enough coverage of real-world situations 

to ensure that Automated Driving Systems (ADSs)  

are safe before deployment. 

◆  The major challenge is the number of miles needed to cover all situations.

It is widely accepted that testing on public roads alone is not sufficient.
Proving human-level performance would need 100 CAVs driving constantly

for over 12 years.

◆  Testing on public roads also means limited control of the test parameters.

Variables including the presence and behaviour of other road users cannot be

controlled. However, driving safely requires the ability to handle an endless range

of complicated scenarios .

Automation brings a step change in the complexity of software deployed on road 

vehicles . Regulatory assurance methods will have to keep pace with this technology. 

The solution in addressing future safety and regulation of HAVs will involve more 

than one technology and will certainly include an element of simulation.

CPC contribution

The Department for Transport (DfT) established the Multi-User Scenario Catalogue 

for Connected Autonomous Vehicles (MUSICC) project in 2018 to create a system 

to store and share a library of usable, living, CAV/HAV scenarios. An ADS will be 

expected to demonstrate performance against these scenarios before release to 

market. Connected Places Catapult (CPC) is DfT’s delivery partner investigating the 

future certification framework for HAVs. The ambition is that MUSICC will shape 
the future direction of the industry, positioning the UK as the go-to location for CAV 

certification testing. 
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CPC has a key role as convenor of the MUSICC industrial advisory 
group. The group includes representatives of major vehicle 
manufacturers, tool providers, ADS developers, research and 
innovation organisations, CAV testbeds and insurers. MUSICC 
stakeholder engagement in 2018/2019 confirms the need and 
desire for industry to collaborate with regulators in developing new 
approaches. The CPC MUSICC 24-month programme starting in 
April 2018 was tasked with delivering the working proof-of-concept 
of a new CAV regulatory tool to store and share scenarios in a non-
commercially operated, open and shared database accessible to 
developers and regulators.

MUSICC is the first project of its kind to build a proof-of-concept 
system for regulatory use trialled by CAV industry real users. 
The prototype was demonstrated at the MUSICC Symposium held 
in August 2019. The Symposium focussed on knowledge sharing, 
capturing industry views on regulation and testing and developing 
the catalogue system. There was consensus that a combination 
of methods is required and that commercial incentives will 
encourage organisations to share expertise. The session on internal 
functionality addressed future requirements for the catalogue 
system’s functionality. 

A third session addressed four aspects of the regulatory framework 
for HAV approval:
◆  Ensuring confidence in simulator tools: There needs to be a 

method to check simulator accuracy plus formal accreditation 
process for tools may be required.

◆  Balancing simulator and real-world testing:  
Symposium members strongly supported doing the most testing 
in simulation. 

◆  Specifying pass/fail criteria: Could be defined using a 
performance envelope specified with each scenario. The process 
to decide this envelope not yet clear. 

◆  Whether perception identifying the type, position, and speed of 
all relevant objects and scenery should be tested separately to 
decision making. No consensus was reached on this topic, which 
has important implications for populating the database with 
scenarios. 

MUSICC Symposium outputs are available in a report on the MUSICC 
webpage [Link].

Some 30 Members of the MUSICC Advisory Group (IAG) attended  
a follow up workshop at CPC’s Milton Keynes office in November 
2019 that asked two key questions: What is needed from regulators? 
What do the regulators need? 

Participants responded:
◆  An open channel for feedback between regulators and industry  

is essential.
◆  Regulations represent a minimum requirement for safety.  

Vehicle manufacturers will look to exceed minimum standards  
and use this as a selling point. 

◆  Make simpler aspects of the process work then incrementally  
add complexity.

◆  A developer may implement unusual or creative ways of handling 
a scenario. Provided that the performance is safe, the ADS should 
not be penalised for this. 

◆  ADSs may require specialist hardware. Simulators will need  
to interact with all hardware.

◆  Developers may use novel sensors or processes not well 
represented by some simulators. Restricting users to a  
single simulator would limit innovation.

◆  International standardisation remains central to an effective 
approval process.

◆  Scenario based testing must test as much of a CAV’s behaviour 
and systems as possible.

◆  Industry will benefit from early visibility of the approval 
requirements developed by regulators.

Simulation example (using CARLA, http://carla.org/)

https://cp.catapult.org.uk/case-studies/musicc/
http://carla.org/
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Next steps 

Through the MUSICC project, the DfT has produced a system that allows machine readable scenarios to be shared with ADS 

developers and vehicle manufacturers. The next step will be testing this system with a real ADS to enable the regulator to gain  

a deeper understanding of this approach. 

Global thought leadership is developing standards for CAVs working with international standards bodies ISO and ASAM as  

well as with BSI in the UK. The standards being addressed represent the CAV test scenarios, how they should be used and  

how Operational Design Domains for CAVs should be described. There is a global impact from thought leadership at the UN-ECE 

working groups with responsibility for developing CAV approval regulations. This includes the MUSICC Advisory Group in the 

UK presenting a vision for a regulatory framework and demonstrating advanced prototypes for automated assessment of CAVs 

in simulation.

The MUSICC system is available for interested stakeholders to try at https://musicc.ts-catapult.org.uk/, and the open source code 

is available at https://gitlab.com/connected-places-catapult/musicc
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Outcomes

CPC’s activity over the duration of the MUSICC project 2019/2020 have led to notable achievements:

◆  The open source release of MUSICC enables stakeholders to install a local instance of MUSICC. End users can use MUSICC to manage 

their own scenarios while keeping them private. This will help CPC to evidence MUSICC’s usefulness in the verification and validation 
of industrial-standard ADSs.

◆  Development of functionality to synchronise master regulatory scenarios to local instances.

◆  Evolving MUSICC into a mature tool supporting use cases of regulatory management of scenarios. For example, a scenario approval 

workflow was built into the system. The ability to compare versions of scenarios was added.

◆  Widespread user trials programme engaged stakeholders to provide feedback.

◆  Development of advanced ideas on how the Operational Design Domain (ODD) of a CAV should be specified. These ideas have been 
disseminated in a report available on the MUSICC webpage and have also been raised via the CPC’s membership of the BSI committee 

working on a BSI PAS standard for ODDs.

◆  Development of a method for specifying the acceptable behaviour of an ADS i.e. the standards that have to be met. This is a complex 

topic, and CPC’s proposed approach makes the task more manageable by specifying this behaviour at a scenario level. This work has 

resulted in a report that should be published shortly. 

CPC creates value

◆  CPC played a leading role on the ASAM (Association for Standardization of Automation and Measuring Systems) project team that  

developed the scenario format OpenSCENARIO 1.0 released publicly in March 2020 This has been integrated into MUSICC.

◆  CPC integrated MUSICC with two leading open source simulation tools, es-mini and the CARLA open source simulator for autonomous 

driving, enabling scenarios from MUSICC to be executed using these tools.

◆  New scenarios were created and presented to the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-ECE) committee working on 

regulations for the validation of CAVs. These new scenarios encoded the plain English specification for tests developed by the UN-ECE into 
MUSICC’s scenario format, which allows them to be easily executed in a variety of simulation tools.

Benefits
◆  CPC is instrumental in brokering relationships between industry and regulator encouraging industry participation in MUSICC.

◆  MUSICC stakeholders have shared their views that future developments in regulatory testing will be driven by emerging requirements 

and regulations. An achievable near-term goal is the use of scenario-based testing for ALKS systems or for a limited ODD.  

Participants felt that a regulator making this an objective could lead to significant progress. 


